
The pack notary lease 
Finally a stress less real estate management 

https://pack-bail-notaire.eu/


Hello ! 
My name is Jean-Paul Deshoulières 

I needed to find a way to secure my rentals 
and fix my  overdues quickly.  

I found a solution on my own and created 
Immosecure with the pack notary lease: a 
unique solution in Europe.  

With this method, I saved large amounts of 
money and time when overdues occurs. 

Now you can benefit from it too. 
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Here’s what you can do with the pack 

notary lease 

Send a bailiff without 
dealing with a judge 

Up to 70 000€ 
refund in case of non 
payments 

Real support of 
lawyers up to 20 000€ 
per litigation 

Immediate efficiency 

https://pack-bail-notaire.eu/avantages/
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The lease, written by a notary is what we call 
in France an « authentic act » 

 
Which means 

 
That you own a title enforcing your tenant to respect their 
obligations (payment of the rent, problem of 
neighbourhood, etc ...) 

Without having to deal with a judge 

So  
Whenever a problem occurs with your tenant, you can 
bring the title to a bailiff in view of the prosecution and 
recovery of the sums due ! 

Notary lease – enforceable title 
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The guarantee starts from the first unpaid month until the full amount is 
recovered by the bailiff, in the limit of 70.000 € per claim and provided 
that the monthly rent is no higher than 3.100 € 
 

Guarantee of unpaid rent 

You benefit from our attractive rates of only 2% versus 3 to 4% usually 
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You are protected against any conflict arising from the execution of the 
lease, also valid for a neighbourhood dispute, up to 20,000 € 
 
You can, in agreement with the insurer, choose your own lawyer 
 
In the context of the legal protection contract, the lawyer acting as a 
mediator will seek a satisfactory agreement for both parties within a 
reasonable time. 
 
To avoid lengthy and costly legal proceedings, he may, for example and 
with your agreement, negotiate the abandonment of all or part of the debt 
in exchange of the immediate departure of the tenant. 

Efficient legal protection 
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How does it work ? 
• Find one or more potential tenants 
• Send us the documents at dossier@pack-bail-notaire.eu 
• We verify that your application is within our conditions 
• Once your application is validated, we convey the information to your notary (or to a notary 

near your household) 
• Then you just have to make an appointment with your tenant to sign the lease 
• Meanwhile, we take care of the pre-subscription with the insurer for a "Guarantee of unpaid 

rent" and a "legal protection" to frame this new rentals 
• We will answer you within 48 hours 
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The benefits of the notary lease pack 

Our services are here to help and answer you all along the steps 
 
You make significant savings 
 
We bring you important guarantees on your rental and the income generated 
 
You have 1 single contact 
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Place your screenshot here 
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Tel : 06 20 21 63 02 

Mail :  

- dossier@pack-bail-notaire.eu 

- jpdeshoulieres@orange.fr 

More details on  
www.pack-bail-notaire.eu 
(website in French only) 


